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INTRODUCTION 
The Montreal (QC) Gazette examined in detail their own waste, using an ecological footprint assessment, 

and discovered some astounding things. "The newsprint in one year’s worth of The Gazette," explains the 

report, "consumes the equivalent of 186,816 trees." "To produce that much newsprint uses enough 

energy to heat 2,472 homes for a year and enough water to fill 272 swimming pools, and emits as much 

carbon dioxide as 1,500 cars."

The ecological footprint of a newspaper (assumed to weigh 0.3kg) can be estimated by looking at two 

major resource inputs: processing energy and wood fibre.

• It takes 61 megajoules of energy to produce one kilogram of paper. Therefore 61 MJ/kg × 0.3=18.3 MJ 

energy.

• The average wood fibre requirements for paper in Canada = 1.8m3/t

SPECIFICATION 

Inputs:
 Number of newspapers read in a week   (integer)

Output:
 Wood fibre requirements on a yearly basis (cubic metres-m3)
 Energy requirements on a yearly basis  (megajoules-MJ)

Constant values: 
 wood fibre requirements for paper = 0.0018m3/kg
 MJ required to produce 1 kg of paper = 61
 weight of a newspaper = 0.3kg

Steps:

1. Obtain inputs.
2. Calculate the MJ of energy required to make one newspaper.
3. Calculate the MJ per annum, for all newspapers read.
4. Calculate the wood fiber requirements per annum.
5. Output the MJ and wood fiber required per annum.
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PROGRAM CODE

Below we include the complete code for calculating the ecological footprint of a newspaper.

#include <stdio.h>
#define weightNP 0.3
#define MJper_kg 61.0
#define FBRper_kg 0.0018

int main(void)
{
    double MJ_energy, MJ_perA, W_fiber;
    int numNP;

    printf(“How many newspapers do you use in a week? “);
    scanf(“%d”, &numNP);
    
    MJ_energy = MJper_kg * weightNP;
    MJ_perA = numNP * 52.0 * MJ_energy;
    W_fiber = numNP * 0.3 * 52.0 * FBRper_kg;

    printf(“Ecological footprint of a newspaper \n”);
    printf(“%d newspapers/year requires\n”, numNP*52);
    printf(“\t %.2f megajoules of energy\n”, MJ_perA);
    printf(“\t %.2f m3 of wood fiber\n”, W_fiber);

    return 0;
}

From the colour-coded source given in the above listing, there are six sections:

 black  program skeleton

 blue  symbolic constants
 red  variable declarations
 green  input 

 purple  calculations
 orange  output
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DISSECTION

Symbolic Constants

This portion of the program deals with the data which doesn’t change in the program, in this case 
relating to the weight of a newspaper (weightNP), the MJ required to produce 1kg of paper (MJper_kg), 

and the amount of wood fiber required to produce 1kg of paper (FBRper_kg):

 #define weightNP 0.3
 #define MJper_kg 61
 #define FBRper_kg 0.0018

The next portion deals with declaring variables needed to store various pieces of data:

 double MJ_energy, MJ_perA, W_fiber;
 int numNP;

Here we have declared a series of variables which are real-numbers: one to store the MJ of energy 
required to make one newspaper (MJ_energy), another to store the MJ per annum, required for all 
newspapers read (MJ_perA), and a third to store the wood fiber requirements per annum (W_fiber). 
There is also an integer variable to store the number of newspapers read per week, the user input value: 
numNP.

The next section deals with the user input:

 printf(“How many newspapers do you use in a week? “);
 scanf(“%d”, &numNP);

The printf prompts the user for the input, whilst the scanf reads the value typed by the user and stores it 

in the variable numNP. Next calculations are performed:

 MJ_energy = MJper_kg * weightNP;
 MJ_perA = numNP * 52.0 * MJ_energy;
 W_fiber = numNP * 0.3 * 52.0 * FBRper_kg;

The first statement calculates the MJ of energy required to make one newspaper, by multiplying the 

megajoules per kilogram (MJper_kg) by the weight of a newspaper (weightNP). This is what happens 
when the program reaches this statement:

1. Substitute the values for MJper_kg and weightNP 

 MJ_energy = 61 * 0.3;
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2. Perform the calculation of 61 multiplied by 0.3 = 18.3

3. Assign the value of 18.3 to the variable MJ_energy.

The second statement calculates the MJ per annum, required for all newspapers read., storing the result 
in the variable MJ_perA. This requires the number of weeks (52.0) to be multiplied by the number of 
papers per week (numNP), multiplied by the MJ per newspaper, the value calculated in the first 

statement and stored in MJ_energy. The final statement calculates the amount of wood fiber required 
per annum. This involves multiplying the number of newspapers per annum (52.0 * numNP) multiplied 

by the wood fiber required per newspaper (0.3 * 0.0018). The result is stored in the variable W_fiber.

The final section involves four printf statements, used to output the results calculated to the user:

 printf(“Ecological footprint of a newspaper \n”);
 printf(“%d newspapers/year requires\n”, numNP*52);
 printf(“\t %.2f megajoules of energy\n”, MJ_perA);
 printf(“\t %.2f m3 of wood fiber\n”, W_fiber);

These four printf statements distribute the output over four separate lines. This is what the output looks 
like:
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